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Sandwich Buffet:

$9.50/person

Let your guests build 
their own sandwiches: we 

will provide the rolls, a 
premium cold cut meat 

tray, cheese tray, and all 
the fixings to go with it.

Accompaniments:
Vegetable Tray

Pickle and olives Tray
Assorted Sweets

	
	

Prepared Sandwiches:
$10.50/person

Our premium sandwiches 
have never disappointed. We 

will make sure there is 
something for everyone in 
our gorgeous display of 
premium cold cuts on a 
variety of fresh breads.

Accompaniments:
Vegetable Tray
Assorted Sweets

	
	

Prepared Sandwiches and Wraps:
$12.50/person

Variety beats uniformity in this selection. We will prepare an 
assortment of buns and wraps, and go beyond the average of 

traditional sandwiches.

Accompaniments:
Vegetable Tray
Assorted Sweets

Fruit tray
Pickle and olives Tray

	
	



Made to Order Trays

		

Vegetable Tray
A colourful and healthy assortment of crisp 
garden fresh vegetables arranged around a 
scrumptious dip

Small $35
Medium $45

Large $55

Fruit Tray
A fine assortment of seasonal fruited selected
for their flavour, visual delight and freshness

Small $30
Medium $50

Large $60

Gourmet Cheese Tray
A delicious assortment of specialty European
And quality Local cheeses.

Small $35
Medium $45

Large $55

Tidbits of Delight
Piled high with bite size smoked sausage, 
pepperoni, Polish, Ukrainian ham % Garlic coil.
Accompanied with mixed cheeses, this tray is 
equally popular for corporate functions and 
cocktail parties.

Small $35
Medium $40

Large $55

Sandwich Tray
Assorted breads, buns and wraps filled with a 
variety of meats, egg salad, tuna and toppings, 
accompanied with global cheeses and cherry 
tomatoes.

$5/ Person

Deluxe Meat Tray
The finest selection of ham, roast beef, turkey 
and salami. All locally made by hand using 
traditional European recipes.

Small $30
Medium $45

Large $55

Classic Combo
Everyone's favourite; deli cuts and cheese on
one tray. Pleasing to the eyes as well as the
taste buds

Small $35
Medium $45

Large $55

Delectable Desserts
Sweet tooth or not, you cant resist fresh baked 
squares, tarts, cakes or a selection of fresh baked 
cookies.

$2.5/ Person


